We compute the Schur indices in the presence of some line operators based on our conjectural formula introduced in [1] . In particular, we focus on the rank 1 superconformal field theories with the enhanced global symmetry and the free hypermultiplets with the elementary pants networks defined on the three punctured sphere in the class S context. From the observations on the concrete computations, we propose new kinds of the class S skein relations in the sense that they include the generic puncture non-trivially. We also give a general formula to unify all the relations we have exhibited.
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Introduction
Recently, defects in field theories can be analyzed in various set-ups and in various ways.
In supersymmetric cases, we can compute them by using the localization methods [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In conformal cases, we also apply the unbroken symmetry to restrict the correlator form [7] [8] [9] . In particular, there are topological defects in conformal field theories (CFTs) [10, 11] or topological field theories (TQFTs) [12] and they are determined by the isotropy class and, in many examples, some data such as representations of some algebra or group. Marvellously, interesting phenomena were discovered that there are relations between the topological defects in special 2D CFTs (Liouville/Toda) or some TQFTs and BPS defects in 4D N =2 superconformal field theories (SCFTs) called "class S theories". The class S theories are 4D N =2 systems obtained by the twisted compactifications via some Riemann surfaces of 6D N =(2, 0) SCFTs with several codimension two defects localized on the surfaces [13, 14] . These 4D/2D duality relations were first observed in [15] [16] [17] in the absence of defects and, in particular, they identify the class S Schur indices with the partition functions of the 2D q-deformed Yang-Mills theory in [18] . This conjecture allows us to compute the superconformal indices (SCIs) of the Lagrangian unknown theories. This relation was extended to the correspondence between the 4D line operators and the 2D Wilson loop/network defects [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Assuming this 4D/2D duality relation, we define the class S line operators by specifying the networks on the punctured Riemann surface even in the Lagrangian unknown theories. See Fig. 1 . In the our previous paper [1] , we proposed the conjectural formula to compute the Schur indices with such line operators without any derivation. 1) To justify the formula, we checked two things there. One is the proof that they satisfy some fundamental skein relations and the other is to see that the Schur index of rank 1 SCFT with the E 7 global enhanced symmetry in the presence of the loop operators is written with E 7 characters only at the leading order in the q-expansion. In Sec. 2 of this paper, we give more evidences that the formula would be correct by computing the Schur indices with class S line operators in many examples. The codimension four defects are put on the 6D bulk as the networks on the 2D punctured Riemann surface (Left), a localized point in the space direction (S 3 in our case) (Middle) and the straight line or the loop in the time direction (S 1 in our case) (Right).
In particular, we focus on the rank 0 SCFTs which are considered to be free hyper- 1) In our paper [26] , by using the skein relation (digon type without any puncture), we derived the formula to compute the Schur index with the elementary pants network in the T 3 theory (See Sec. 2.5.1). However, the extension to higher rank cases (N > 3) is highly non-trivial. multiplets (Sec. 2.4) and the rank 1 SCFTs with enhanced global symmetry (Sec. 2.5).
2)
In the first case, there are no non-trivial line operators but just flavor Wilson lines which are just the classical functions, namely, not operators. This suggests that, in this case, all the Schur indices with the non-trivial networks are always factorized into the Schur indices without the line operators and the flavor Wilson line factor. From the conjectural formula, it is almost impossible to see this factorization and this check is highly nontrivial. In the latter case, we expect that the only one Schur index with an elementary pants network respects the global enhanced symmetry and the expression is written with the characters of the enhanced symmetry. We check these two expectations in three cases (E 6 ,E 7 and E 8 global symmetry) by expanding the Schur indices as q-series. Finally, we exhibit the superconformal QCD applications briefly.
In Sec. 3, we propose the new kinds of class S skein relations in the sense that they include the (non-degenerate) punctures. In particular, we focus on the digon-type skein relations with one puncture. These relations account for the previous factorization in the rank 0 or 1 SCFTs in terms of the geometrical relations. We exhibit the concrete examples in Sec. 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 and then propose the unified form of for any puncture in Sec. 3.5. In Sec. 3.6, we see one simple application of these skein relations.
Schur indices with line defects from 2D q-deformed
Yang-Mills
As explained in the introduction briefly, the 4D/2D duality relation says that there is the map from the Riemann surfaces to the 4D SCFTs, which just means the twisted compactification of the 6D su(N )-type N =(2, 0) SCFT for fixed N = 2, 3, . . .. Notice that the Riemann surface may have (regular) punctures each of which has a type and the holonomy around it determined from the type. We denote this map by
. . , Y )] denotes the resulting 4D N =2 theory in the IR after the twisted compactification on the Riemann surface C with punctures whose types are specified by Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y . We can extend this map from the pair of a punctured Riemann surface and networks on it to the 4D SCFT with line operators.
Elementary pants networks
In this section, we analyse three cases : rank 0 SCFTs (free hypermultiplets), rank 1 SCFTs and superconformal QCDs in class S theories.
Among the possible networks on the trinion, there are the minimal ones depicted in Fig. 2 . They were discussed explicitly at first in [24] and shown to be elementary generators of the line operator algebra in [27] which were called pants networks. In this paper, we refer to the network shown in Fig. 2 as (a AB , a BC , a CA )-type elementary pants network and denote it by ℘(a AB , a BC , a CA ). The computation of the SCI in the simplest
2) The rank means the complex dimension of the 4D Coulomb branch.
The (a AB , a BC , a CA )-type elementary pants network ℘(a AB , a BC , a CA ) and the associated dual decorated and oriented lattice on the two sphere.
case, that is to say, ℘(1, 1, 1) in the T 3 theory, was done in our paper [26] . However, the extension to other types of pants networks had been highly non-trivial before our work [1] . We briefly review the necessary results in Sec 2.1. Notice that these pants networks are expected to generate all the possible networks not touching on the punctures. See An example of complicated networks on the trinion (three punctured sphere) which appears after the crossing resolutions in the product of two elementary pants networks. See [26, 27] .
Through this and next sections, there is an important assumption : there is the same number of independent elementary pants networks as the rank of IR charge lattice which equals to the Coulomb branch dimension. The first example we can check readily is the T N -theory [13] . The Coulomb branch dimension of the T N -theory equals to
. On the other hand, the number of possible junctions in the type A N −1 case is given by the number of the possible partitions of N into three parts, that is, just
Next, let us see the rank 0 SCFTs, namely, free hypermultiplets. They have no Coulomb branch moduli and there is no dynamical gauge field. Therefore, if all line operators given by pants networks are neutral under the background magnetic charges, they are expected to be flavor Wilson lines which are just the classical holonomies because the gauge fields are just the background fields. At the computation level, this fact is 3) In the other types, this is not true. For example, in the g = so(2N ) case, the Coulomb branch real dimension is given as 2N (N −2). In particular, when N = 4 or so (8) , sixteen independent pants networks are expected if we follow the above assumption. However, the actual number of possible junctions is 10.
Here the reason why we consider the real dimension is just these networks are invariant under charge conjugation.
realized as the factorization of the Schur indices with the pants networks into the no defect Schur indices and some simple factors.
We find that both the above assumption and the conjectural formula are consistent and support each other by the computations in this section and the analysis in the next section.
Some formulae about 4D Schur indices and 2D q-deformed
In this section, we review the necessary facts to compute the q-deformed Yang-Mills correlators or the Schur indices.
Puncture
The punctures are the codimension two defects in the 6D N =(2, 0) SCFTs and the important classes (regular,untwisted) are labelled by the principal embedding ρ : su(2) → su(N ) [13, 14, 29] . This classification is equivalent to the partition of N when the Lie algebra type of the 6D SCFT N =(2, 0) is su(N ), namely, the decomposition of N dimensional irreducible representations of su(N ) into the representation of su(2). We represent this by Y = [n 1 n 2 . . . n k ] where i n i = N . In the language of the 4D N =2 SCFT, this corresponds to the choice of the nilpotent VEV to the SU (2) R highest part of the flavor current moment map µ + for a SU (N ) flavor symmetry. This VEV breaks SU (2) 
where
). This is also true for the gauge multiplet. Under G → SU (2)
where R m is the representation under G Y and m runs over the irreducible representations of SU (2) IR R , namely, positive integers.
Expressions without defects
Now, let us review the relation between the 2D q-deformed Yang-Mills theory correlator and the 4D Schur indices. The difference consists of the factor K Y (a; q) associated to each puncture Y and the overall factor N (q). For the [1 N ]-type puncture called full puncture, the factor from the q-YM to the Schur is given by
where I Schur vector (a; q) is the Schur index for the free vector multiplet of SU (N ). This is just a basis change of the class functions, at least, in the Schur limit.
Next, let us see the other types of punctures. Recalling that the expression for
is the product over all the weights of the vector multiplet, the reduced expression should be given by the product of the factor (q 1+I a w ; q) ∞ (j 2 − j 1 = 1) over all the weights w of R m and over possible m. Therefore, the reduced expression is given by
where a IR is the fugacity of G Y . The relation between a IR and a U V = a Y follows from (2.1). See Table 10 charge compared to the UV where the gaugino (not all) contribute to SCIs as qa w . This reproduces the rule given in [18] . See the derivations in [30, 31] for details.
By introducing the new function for each Y defined as
we can write down the complete expression of general class S Schur indices as
where χ C is the ordinary Euler number of C on ignoring the punctures and dim q R(λ) is the quantum dimension defined as (A.2). On the other hand, the overall factor is given by
Expressions in the presence of network operators
For the loop operators in the 2D system, see [32] [33] [34] for example. Since we are mainly interested in the elementary pants network operators in this paper, we recall the formula for the elementary pants network. The claim in [1] is that the 2D q-deformed Yang-Mills correlators on C(Y A , Y B , Y C ) with the elementary pants network ℘(a AB , a BC , a CA ) is given by 
where "∞" in this formula simply means that the contribution for the triple (λ A , λ B , λ C ) in (2.8) vanishes and see Appendix. A for λ X,s . λ X ∈ P su(N ) + (X = A, B, C) just means that each λ X,s runs over non-negative integers for s = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. In the absence of the elementary pants networks (a AB = N and a BC = a CA = 0 for example), this reduces to the well-known 2D topological q-deformed Yang-Mills partition function. The corresponding Schur index is obtained by replacing
in the above expression and multiplying N (q).
Good theories for q-series expansion
In the actual computations, we expand the above expression (2.8) in order of ascending powers of q. The important point is that the expansions are well-defined only when we choose the types of punctures appropriately. For simplicity, let us consider the no network defect cases.
We can expand the inverse of q-dimensions as
where ρ α = 1 2 α(N − α). Therefore, the leading exponent for fixed λ is given by
On the other hand, the characters is expanded as Table. 6, 7 and 8 for example. In the total expressions,
and we can see that the leading exponent is linear in the dominant weight. To have a well-defined q-series, we must require that
) > 0 for all α. We conjecture that this is always true for any good or ugly class S theories whose formal number of the Coulomb branch operators at each scaling dimension is non-negative.
4) It is expected that this is also equivalent to the condition that the explicit symmetry at UV is unbroken at the IR SCFT [35] . In particular, for bad theories with vanishing ρ α L,Y , we can sometimes compute the Schur indices but some δ functions may appear. It causes the symmetry breaking. We do not consider this ugly case in this paper. When we add some network defects, it just shifts the leading order by some constant and the q-expansion is still valid.
Breakdown of unitarity bound for defects
Finally, we make a comment on the breakdown of unitarity bound. As we see in the later examples, some Schur indices have the negative exponents of q. In the absence of loop operators, it is guaranteed that the exponents of q are always non-negative because there are three (Poincaré) supercharges anti-commuting the supercharges to define the Schur indices. However, the insertion of line defects breaks the full superconformal algebra into the subalgebra and there left no supercharges anti-commuting the defining supercharge. See [36] for the subalgebras. This no longer ensures the non-negativity of the exponents of q.
Let us consider a simple example of the breakdown recalling the discussion in [37, 38] . If we have a purely electric line operator and another purely magnetic line operator, they classically generate the Poynting vector around the axis through two on ignoring the Euclidean time direction. This contributes to the Schur indices as some negative power of q when we put the line operators in the appropriate order.
5)
Notice also that the N =(2, 2) type surface operators also break this bound because they create angular momentum around them when we realize them as vortex strings [30] . At mathematical level, they act on the superconformal indices as difference operators and many times applications lead to the negative power of q.
4) The author thanks Y.Tachikawa for a few discussions on these subjects. 5) If we exchange the positions of two line operators, the sign of the contribution in the exponent of q is reversed.
Free hypermultiplets
In our analysis, we assume that all the SCFTs without any Coulomb branch are free hypermultiplets specified by the representation of the flavor symmetry. Under the condition that only untwisted regular punctures are allowed, we can classify them. Using the formula (B.5) and the condition d C,k = 0 leads to the constraint p
We use the property that the regular punctures must satisfy p k+1 − p k = 0 or 1 in addition. These constraints determine all the possibility of p A,B,C k and all the three punctures combinations are listed in Table. 1. We categorize them into three classes. From the analysis later, we call each bi-fundamental type, second rank anti-symmetric type and exceptional type.
To determine what representations of the explicit global symmetry given by the three punctured sphere, we use the information about the dimension of the Higgs branch and flavor central charges for non-Abelian simple group. theory explicit flavor symmetry d H flavor central charges The first case
] is well-known to be the bi-fundamental free hypermultiplet [13] . In fact, the bi-fundamental free hypermultiplets have SU (N ) 1 × SU (N ) 2 × U (1)-symmetry where U (1) is the baryon symmetry. In term of N =1 chiral multiplets, the representation is given as (N, N, 1) ⊕ (N, N, −1) and this means k SU (N ) i = 2N (i = 1, 2). The degree of freedom in H also equals to d H = N 2 . We can also see this fact from the 4D/2D duality relation conjecture stated above by computing it concretely.
Second rank anti-symmetric type :
In the case that N = 2n (N ≥ 4 or n ≥ 2) is even, the theory F (as)
] is rank 0. In the case that N = 2n + 1 (N ≥ 5 or n ≥ 2) is odd, the theory F (as)
] is also rank 0. Although the class S realizations of the even and odd cases look different, we can discuss both cases at the same time because the 4D physical properties are uniformly treated except U (1) charges. We can read off explicit flavor symmetry as SU (N )×SU (2)×U (1) 2 for N ≥ 5 and SU (4)×SU (2) 2 ×U (1) when N = 4. In both cases, k SU (N ) = 2N and k SU (2) = 2N (k SU (2) 1 = 8 and k SU (2) 2 = 6 when N = 4) holds true. The dimension of Higgs branch is given by
The matter content, namely, the representation in terms of the chiral multiplets, satisfying these conditions is following :
where * represents an undetermined U (1) charge. By computing the Schur indices from the q-deformed Yang-Mills partition function, we can fix U (1) charges as follows.
In this case, the flavor symmetry is SU (6) × SU (3) × U (1), the flavor central charges are k SU (6) = 12 and k SU (3) = 12 and the Higgs branch dimension is d H = 28. The candidates satisfying the above conditions are (
To the best of the author's knowledge, we cannot determine which candidate is actually true. 6) However, by the 4D/2D computation, we find that
is the correct answer.
Exceptional case 2 :
In this case, the flavor symmetry is SU (4) × SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1), the flavor central charges are k SU (4) = 10, k SU (3) = 12 and k SU (2) = 12 and the Higgs branch dimension is d H = 24. Indeed, the matter content is given by
6) Naively speaking, if the latter case is true, there may exists a SU (2) symmetry but such symmetry does not appear.
Bi-fundamental type
A 2 bi-fundamental Let us see the simple case at first. This is the A 2 bi-fundamental hypermultiplet whose flavor symmetry is given by SU (3) × SU (3) × U (1). There, we consider the (a AB , a BC , a CA ) = (1, 1, 1)-type pants network on
. Let a, b and c be the holonomies of SU (3) × SU (3) × U (1). There are six sectors.
7) Up to q 1/2 -order, we can see that the q-deformed Yang-Mills correlators receive the contributions from all the triple of dominant weights at punctures listed in Table. 2. The result is given by
and 15 = R(2ω 1 + ω 2 ). Then, we find the flavor Wilson line factor. In terms of the representations of the global symmetry, it is given by
7) The sum in (2.8) splits into the possible pairs of λ B − λ A and λ C − λ A (finite sum) and λ A for the fixed pair (infinite sum). We refer to the former pair as "sector".
A 5 bi-fundamental We can check that all the elementary pants networks in the A 5 = su(6) bi-fundamental free hypermultiplet are factorized as the SCI in the absence of lines and the following factors :
Hyper(N, N, −1) ), we conjecture that the (p, r, s)-type (N = p + r + s) pants network gives the flavor Wilson lines
C flavor symmetry of the bi-fundamental hypermultiplet. We have also introduced the q-binomial coefficient
Second rank anti-symmetric type
Here we focus on two cases g = su(4) and su(5). The higher rank computations are totally similar.
A 3 second rank anti-symmetric We focus on F (as)
] which consists of (4, 2, 1, 1) ⊕ (4, 2, 1, −1) ⊕ (6, 1, 2, 0). The global symmetry is SU (4) × SU (2) B × U (1) × SU (2) C and the associated fugacities are chosen as a [1 4 
A 4 second rank anti-symmetric Next, we focus on F (as)
. The global symmetry is SU (5) × SU (2)×U (1) B ×U (1) C and the associated fugacities are chosen as a [1 5 
. The flavor Wilson lines are given by
Exceptional type
For the two exceptional type free hypermultiplets, we can also check the factorizations at order-by-order in q. The factorized factors are the flavor Wilson lines and the results are following.
The first case is given by
The global symmetry is given by SU (6)×SU (3)×U (1) and the associated fugacities are chosen as a [1 6 
The second case is given by
The global symmetry is given by U (1) × SU (4) × SU (3) × SU (2) and the associated fugacities are chosen as a [21 4 
(2.65)
Rank 1 SCFTs
In this section, we focus on the special rank 1 SCFTs with enhanced global symmetries, namely, E 6,7,8 symmetries.
Rank 1 E 6 SCFT case
The first result is already discussed in [26] in a direct way. There is only one type elementary pants network specified by (1, 1, 1) . The Schur index with the line defect corresponding to the ℘(1, 1, 1) is given by
17550 (a, b, c) +2χ
Here all the irreducible representations appearing in characters are non-trivially charged under its center group Z 3 . Notice that the Schur indices in the absence of defects up to q 3 order is given as
2430 (a, b, c) + 2χ 
Rank 1 E 7 SCFT case
In this theory, we find that the (2, 1, 1)-type pants network gives the non-trivial 4D line operator respecting the E 7 -symmetry. We computed this case in [1] at the leading order of q. Indeed, the computation up to q 7/2 gives 8)
86184 (a, b, c) +2χ
Notice that all the irreducible representations appearing in characters are non-trivially charged under its center group Z 2 . The no defect Schur index of this SCFT is given by
The other two pants networks are just flavor Wilson lines, that is to say, factorized into the Schur index without any networks and the following factors.
We do not exactly check the terms at q 7/2 but only see the match of the values at the trivial fugacities a = b = c = 1. Notice also that there is the common structure between the previous E 6 SCFT and this E 7 SCFT on replacing the fundamental weights ω
respectively. The similar structure also appears in the SU (2) N f = 4 SQCD, namely, the SO(8) SCFT with or without the fundamental Wilson line, for example. However, it seems to be not true in the E 8 SCFT as we see later. 
Rank 1 E 8 SCFT case
In this SCFT, only the (3, 1, 2)-type pants network is the non-trivial network respecting the E 8 -symmetry. The result is following.
where, to express this as possible as simply, we have subtracted the Schur index without the defects expressed as
Notice that in the presence of (3, 1, 2)-type pants network, the lowest exponent of q is − In each case of the rank 1 SCFTs, it is interesting problem to rewrite them in terms of the affine characters in the admissible representations of (e 6 ) k=−3 , (e 7 ) k=−4 and (e 8 ) k=−6 as conjectured in [36, 40] . The other non-trivial checks are the "IR computations" discussed in [36, 41] by using the techniques and results on the spectral networks in the MinahanNemeschansky theory in [42, 43] and on the quantum traces in [27, 28] .
Superconformal QCDs
Here we introduce the following symbol.
(2.72)
We also written down the Schur index expression of SU (2) N f = 4 SQCD for comparison. When we add the Wilson line W , the Schur index computed from the q-deformed Yang-Mills formula is given by
which matches with the known result in [36] for example.
9)
Next, let us see the dual 't Hooft loop operators. Although its field theoretical definition is not known yet, from the geometrical point of view, this acts on the above Wilson line expression simply as the permutation of two [1 2 ]-type punctures. In particular, this permutation is equivalent to the triality action of SO (8) , that is to say, the exchange of the simple roots α 1 and α 4 . Therefore, its Schur index expression is
According to [36] for example, we can interpret the Schur index as the count of local operators playing the role of line changing operators between the fundamental Wilson line and this 't Hooft line.
Finally, let us evaluate the two loops coexisting case on the right side in Fig. 7 . By representing the four punctured sphere as the disk by removing one point in the sphere, 9) Of course, this is obviously true once the expression of the free bi-fundamental hypermultiplets is given by the correlator of the 2D q-deformed Yang-Mills theory. The insertion of the corresponding character and the integration over the gauge group are same operations.
we can geometrically compute the OPE of the Wilson loop and the dual 't Hooft loop with the crossing resolutions (see [20, 26] for example) as follows:
The first two terms give
and the latter two have the same Schur index ( different at the 4D line operators level ) up to the prefactors q ±1/2 . The final expression is
Since we have no duality frame where both loops are simultaneously magnetically neutral, it is difficult to interpret this result based on the Lagrangian description. Fig. 8 . That is to say, the four punctured sphere has two full punctures ([1 3 ]-type) and two simple punctures ([21]-type).
In the absence of line defects, 
where χ
. The Schur indices with the fundamental Wilson loop W (Left in Fig. 8 ) and the dual 't Hooft loop T dual (Right in Fig. 8 ) are given as
respectively. Notice that χ
and χ U (6)
When we add both fundamental Wilson loop and the dual 't Hooft loop as shown in Fig. 8 (Right) with a = b = 1, the answer is
where we use the Boltzmann weight result for each crossing given in [1] . However, we can derive this result in a different way as shown in Sec. 3.6.
New kinds of skein relations
In this section, we show several new kinds of skein relations based on the computations which the formula in (2.8) gives. They are new in the sense that both codimension two defects (punctures) and codimension four defects (networks) are included in the relations and, in addition, non-trivially related. In particular, we focus on the skein relation what we call digon type skein relations. They are associated to one puncture as shown in Fig. 9 . M :
and some skein relations are invariant and others gives the new relations. This operation is clearly involution and no more relations appear. We can check that the whole skein relations are closed under this operation in all the example below just by computing them. Hereafter, when we exhibit a skein relation, we abbreviate its mirror operated relation.
Class S skein relations
We recall the concept of class S skein relations. This is the same as those used in the theory of knots in mathematics. However, in our set-up, we have no three geometry as long as we add surface operators or consider the multiple lines. For concrete examples, see the following sections or [26] . Let W Γ ({a}; q) be the expectation value of the Wilson operator associated with a network Γ on the punctured Riemann surface. {a} are all fugacities for the flavor symmetries or holonomies around punctures of C.
And let us consider two sub graphs γ A and γ B which allow the common punctures inside them. For any pair of two graphs Γ A and Γ B which include γ A and γ B respectively but are same on removing these sub graphs, when the equality shown just below always holds true, we identify γ A and γ B and write this as γ A ∼ γ B . The equality is
where F γ A →γ B (c; q) is a function of q and {c} which are holonomies around the punctures included in γ A or γ B , independent of holonomies around other punctures and also determined by γ A and γ B only. Now we have the equivalence relations ∼ and refer to them as the "(class S) skein relations" hereafter. Finally, we make a few comments. γ B or Γ B may consist of sum of several networks and W is the homomorphism from the networks to the functions of q and all holonomies.
Related to this, when we present the skein relations, we must take some basis. For example, multiplying both hand sides by the some common factors gives the same relation. When there are two independent relations, we can take some linear combination of two but the new relation is not linearly independent. This point will be important later in Sec. 3.5.
In all examples we know, F (c; q) is a polynomial of q ± 1 2 and c. In addition, we can take the basis such that F (c; q) = F (c; q −1 ) and the invariance under the permutations of c in any fixed (simple) flavor symmetry always hold true. The former property comes from the symmetry (an assumption, however) of the 2D q-deformed Yang-Mills theory. Actually, we can compute the skein relations in the 2D topological q-deformed Yang-Mills theory not in the Schur indices because they differ by just the overall factors. Furthermore, in many cases, this relation is enough local and independent of the choice of C.
The final comment is related to the class S set-up. Under the parameter identification q = e 2πib 2 [26, 44] where b is a physical parameter in the Liouville/Toda CFT, the skein relations are common both in the CFTs and in the 2D q-deformed Yang-Mills theory. This is because the skein relations are expected to be the local relations about codimension four defects in the 6D N =(2, 0) SCFTs and to be independent of the four dimensional global background geometries, namely, the choice of
Simple punctures
This 
where 1 ≤ a, b and a + b ≤ N − 1.
A 3 case
Let us see the non-trivial skein relations in the A 3 = su(4) case. There are five types of regular punctures, two of which are subjects. See the Table 6 . First of all, we list up all the good theories in the sense discussed in Sec. 2.2. 
rank 1
The flavor symmetry associated with this puncture Y = [2 2 ] is SU (2). The associated fugacity is given by c [2 2 
. It is expected that there are 2 independent skein relations.
and its mirror operated relation.
The flavor symmetry associated with this puncture
. In particular, we introduce the natural recombined fugacities c := c 1 and c := c 2 /(c 2 c 3 )
1/2 = c 1 c 2 . It is expected that there is 1 independent skein relation. 
The above skein relations give some constraints on the elementary pants networks of
The explicit flavor symmetry is given by SU (4)×U (1) B × SU (2) B × U (1) C × SU (2) C and we write the associated fugacities as a [1 4 
, c /c, 1/cc ). The relation (3.11) leads to the following equalities :
(a, b , c ).
(3.12)
In this case, three elementary pants networks are equivalent up to flavor loops and there is only one independent elementary pants network which coincides with the rank one.
Check for F (as)
Let us focus on the rank 0 free SCFT F (as)
We can show that all the elementary pants networks reduce to the flavor Wilson lines by applying the above skein relations and they reproduce the result (2.39).
A 4 case
The next case we consider is the A 4 = su(5) case. There are seven types of regular punctures, four of which are subjects. See the The flavor symmetry associated with this puncture Y = [32] is U (1). The associated fugacity is given by c [32] 
. In particular, we introduce the natural recombined fugacities c := c 1 . It is expected that there are 4 independent skein relations.
and its mirror operated relation. 
. In particular, we introduce the natural recombined fugacities c := c 1 . It is expected that there are 3 independent skein relations.
Notice that the mirror operated relation for the second one in the category i is linearly dependent on the first and the second. ii We have the same skein relation (3.15) .
The flavor symmetry associated with this puncture 
A 5 case
The final example is A 5 = su (6) . There are eleven types of regular punctures, eight of which are subjects. See the Table 8 . The flavor symmetry associated with this puncture Y = [42] is S(U (1) × U (1)) U (1). The associated fugacity is given by c [42] 
. In particular, we introduce c := c 1 . It is expected that there are 7 independent skein relations. ii We have the same skein relation (3.23).
iii We have the same skein relation (3.24) .
The flavor symmetry associated with this puncture and its mirror operated relation.
2 ). It is expected that there are 4 independent skein relations.
i-1 and its mirror operated relation.
ii We have the same skein relation (3.32) with the replacement of c 1 by c.
The flavor symmetry associated with this puncture Y = [2 3 ] is S(U (3)) SU (3). The associated fugacity is given by c [2 3 1 c 2 c 3 = 1) . It is expected that there are 3 independent skein relations.
The flavor symmetry associated with this puncture Y = [21 4 ] is S(U (1) × U (4)) U (1) × SU (4). The associated fugacity is given by c [21 4 
. In particular, we introduce the natural recombined fugacities c := c 1 .It is expected that there is 1 independent skein relation. 
Reproduction of previous results on flavor Wilson loops
Using the above skein relations, we can reproduce (2.65), (2.55) and (2.72).
General punctures
At this stage, we write down a formula to unify the above skein relations. We expect that this formula is valid for every puncture in each rank in the A = su type.
Notations and symbols Let
Then, we have a Young diagram whose i-th column is given by n i . To each box y = (ay,hy) ∈ Y (a y and h y specify the position of a box y from the left and the below, respectively ), we assign infinitely many digon type skein relations as we explain later. They are not linearly independent each other and, indeed, there are only finite independent skein relations. (8) . The last line in the right table represents the number of independent skein relations. When c y = 8, the relations are trivial in the sense of the simplicity shown in (3.42) . Otherwise, they are non-trivial ones. y is the number of linearly independent skein relations. In this case, there are five non-trivial skein relations. Notice that d
See also the later explanations.
To state the rule generating skein relations, let us introduce symbols f y = f ( (a,h) ) := {n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t} s.t. Table. 9 for an example.
Using the same notations introduced above, the fugacity x Y associated with the puncture Y is given by {q
..,N is the fugacity of SU (d s ) i.e. belongs to the Cartan of it and satisfies
is that of the s-th U (1) for s = 1, 2, . . . , t but there is a constraint t s=1 (x U (1)s ) msds = 1 coming from the fact that x Y is the fugacity of SU (N ).
Next, we assign the U (N ) character for any element of the su(N ) weight lattice. Using the Weyl's character formula, we can define it as for n = 1, 2, . . .. In the case u(3),
Conjectural unified form of skein relations Now, the skein relations are given by
where b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b y −1 are arbitrary integers and β is an arbitrary element of the su(N ) root lattice. We may absorb ω gy to β and instead β is any element of weight lattice, where two distinct y with same f y and h y give the same skein relations. −1 divided by the permutation. The complete invariant on this set is the summation of {b} and we see that there are relations at least to generate all b. In addition, we can find that they are linearly independent in general cases. In the same way, we see that χ In summary, each y with h y > 1 gives y = n ay − h y + 1 non-trivial ones which are linearly independent each other. Then, the total number of non-trivial skein relations is given by 
A.1 A-type Lie algebra convention
Let {α a } a=1,2,...,rkg=N −1 be a set of chosen positive simple roots. Notice all choices are equivalent under the Weyl reflection actions. ω α=1,2,...,N −1 are fundamental weights, h i=1,2,...,N are weights in Π(R(ω 1 ) = ). 11) Using the orthonormal basis e i=1,2,...,N in R N satisfying (e i , e j ) = δ i,j , there are relations among them as h a = ω a − ω a−1 where ω N = ω 0 = 0, α a = e a − e a+1 and h i = e i − 1 N N i=1 e i .
10)
Notice that there is another crossing at the point we have removed for the disk representation.
11) The perfect order of the indices of h i is determined by the partial order in the weight lattice.
The Dynkin labels are given by λ a := (λ, α a ). In other words, λ = N −1 a=1 λ a ω a . Then, the dominant weight set is given by P su(N ) + = {λ | λ a ∈ Z ≥0 for ∀ a}.
(A.1)
Notice that ρ a = 1 for all a. Notice also that λˆi := (λ R , h i − h N ) means the number of the boxes in the i-th row of the corresponding Young tableau of the irreducible representation R ans satisfies λ i = λˆi − λî +1 . We also define a symbol |λ| :=
λˆi.
The quantum dimension of R(λ) is given by dim R = According to [13, 45, 46] , the contribution from the Y -type puncture is given as 
